NOTES:
1. CAN BE USED WITH ANY INDUSTRY STANDARD 19" COMPONENT IN ADDITION TO ALL PANDUIT CABLE MANAGEMENT AND PATCH PANEL PRODUCTS.
2. WILL HOLD UP TO 45 SINGLE RACK SPACINGS.
3. EIA HOLE SPACING ON UPRIGHT CHANNELS: .625, .625, .500, .625, .625, .500, ETC.
4. ASSEMBLY IS REQUIRED.
5. RACK PART THICKNESSES:
   - UPRIGHT CHANNELS (11 GA): WEB: .125 ± .03
   - TOP BRACKET (7 GA): .179 ± .03
   - BASE BRACKET (7 GA): .179 ± .03
6. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE METRIC.
7. ALL ASSEMBLY HARDWARE INCLUDED:
   - (12) 3/8-16 X 1" BLACK HEX HEAD CAP SCREW
   - (24) 3/8" PAINT PIERCING GROUNDING WASHER
   - (12) 3/8-16 BLACK HEX NUT
   - (24) 12-24 X .5" SLOTTED PAN HEAD STEEL SCREW
8. LOAD RATING: 1000 LBS.
9. RU SPACING NUMBERS ARE CLEARLY PRINTED ON MOUNTING RAILS, RU NUMBERING IS BOTTOM-UP, WITH RU #1 AT BOTTOM AND RU #45 AT TOP.
7 FOOT STEEL CABLE MANAGEMENT RACK (R2PS)
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